From an article posted by Bob Rankin (askbobrankin.com)
NINE Good Reasons for Backups
1) Hard drives don't last forever. -- Studies on hard drive life expectancy show that 22% of hard
drives will fail in the first four years, due to factory defects, random failures, and parts that wear
out. Failures due to factory defects tend to happen in the first 18 months of service. How old is
your hard drive, and how lucky do you feel?
2) Viruses, power surges, and natural disasters happen. -- Ransomware is spreading like wildfire
online. It will lock all your files, and permanently delete them if you don't pay a hefty ransom
within a few days. Power surges can scramble data or zap files. Fires, floods and F5 tornados can
tear the stuffing right out of your shiny gadget.
3) Stuff gets lost or stolen. -- Even the most reliable hardware and top-notch virus protection
won't help if your laptop, tablet or smartphone falls into unfriendly hands. Only a backup will
save your bacon.
4) Mobile gadgets break or get wet. -- Have you ever dropped your mobile phone in a dirty slush
puddle, or treated it to a wash/spin/dry joyride? Have you ever dropped your laptop, watched it
fall in slow motion, hoping that it will survive the fall?
5) Passwords get lost. -- You followed the advice of the experts to use unique, secure passwords
for your computer and your online accounts. But then you forgot... was it "2Much-L0ve4U" or
"2Much-4U-2Love"? Dang it!
6) Accounts are compromised or frozen . -- Your password was "PASSWORD" and you're surprised you got
hacked? Sometimes for no discernible reason, people get locked out of their Gmail, Yahoo, AOL, Facebook or other
online accounts. Was it a software glitch, a denial of service attack, or did a hacker gain access to your account?
You may never know. And without a backup, you may never again see your saved emails, contacts or files.

7) Data breaches are becoming commonplace. -- Every week, it seems there's another highprofile data breach, resulting in millions of usernames, passwords and other critical data
becoming public. Yahoo, Target, Chase Bank, American Express, Home Depot, Apple, Sony...
who's next, and how will it affect you?
8) Human error. -- None of us are immune to the occasional finger fumble, brain freeze, or senior
moment. Files or folders may be accidentally deleted, and sometimes you don't notice until it's
too late.
9) Incorrect assumptions. -- Some people just assume that their computer is automatically making backups. If you
didn't do something to make it happen, it's not happening. And many users who have some sort of backup routine
are not backing up the right files, or all the ones that need protection.
I realize the backup topic gets a bit tiresome, but hey... what if it happens to you and you're not
prepared?

